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1. Summary
MyAcademicID focuses on developing a European Student eID Scheme for Higher Education. This will
allow students to identify and register themselves electronically at higher education institutions
when going abroad on exchange and to access different student services in Europe.
The digital infrastructure supporting the European Student eID for Higher Education will be the
result of the integration of eduGAIN and the European Student Identifier, and of the establishment
of digital bridges between them and the eIDAS interoperability framework being rolled out by the
European institutions.
Moreover, the project seeks to integrate the European student eID into four e-services: the Online
Learning Agreement, the Erasmus+ Dashboard, the Erasmus+ Mobile App and the PhD Hub Platform.
Additionally, the Portuguese national student ID (Estudante ID) will be made interoperable with the
European Student eID, showcasing how national identity providers can join this digital scheme.
Future integration with Erasmus Without Paper is also foreseen.
The scalability of the project and the potential for integration of the European Student eID with a
myriad of other student services (both online and offline), not only pave the way for seamless
student mobility and a stronger, reinforced European student status throughout Europe, but make
MyAcademicID a key component of the European Student Card Initiative spearheaded by the
European Commission.

2. Extended abstract
In 2017 alone, more than 300,000 higher education students went abroad on exchange under the
Erasmus+ Programme (European Commission, 2018, p. 24). Since its inception three decades ago, the
programme has undergone a monumental expansion: from 11 participating countries and a mere over
3,000 students going abroad in 1987, to 33 participating countries and more than 9 million people
having benefitted from mobility under Erasmus+ by 2017) (European Commission, 2017). However, the
basic procedures and schemes that allow European higher education institutions (HEIs) to exchange
mobile student data and ultimately give higher education students a chance to study or train abroad,
have changed very little and remain largely paper-based. From the moment when students apply for
mobility to the point when they come back to their home institution, they depend on different
documents in order to identify themselves, authenticate their student status and access services: from

course registration and enrolment at the host institution, to access to the library and the canteen,
student discounts, language assessments and even transportation. The more students go abroad, the
more cumbersome these procedures become for administrative staff at HEIs, slowing down and adding
extra barriers to mobility flows.
This is at odds with a growingly interconnected and digital world, where applications and electronic
services contribute to easing our daily struggles and multiplying our interactions: from online banking
and car-sharing to the way we learn about news, order food, sign contracts, navigate our surroundings,
book accommodation and stay abreast of our complex reality. What if students could join this digital
revolution? What if all higher education students in Europe could identify themselves in a simple, quick
and trusted manner in any Member State? What if they could access a myriad of electronic services
with a single log-in wherever they are? What if each student could have a unique and persistent eID
that authenticates their student status at the click of a button? Student mobility in Europe would know
no borders.
MyAcademicID (MyAID) is an important step forward. The project aims at building the critical digital
infrastructure that will allow students to identify and register themselves electronically at HEIs when
going abroad on exchange and to access different student services. This European Student eID Scheme
for Higher Education, will be the result of integrating eduGAIN, the European Student Identifier (from
the European Student Card Project) and the establishment of digital bridges between them and the
eIDAS interoperability framework via the Swedish national node. Students who go abroad on exchange
will then be able to use their academic credentials to access different student services online no
matter where they are in Europe; whereas the links with eIDAS will open the possibility in the future
for students to also use their national eID to authenticate their student status.
To this end, the 13 partners that make up the MyAID Consortium have secured EU funding through the
Connecting Europe Facility for the period running from January 2019 to June 2020. A number of
technical workshops have been planned for the upcoming 17 months to build the mobility scenarios;
steer technical collaboration; make the necessary connections between eduGAIN, eIDAS and the
European Student Identifier (ESI); and test the integration of the eID scheme by different e-services
according to the following timeline:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

June 2019: guidelines for connecting to eduGAIN and mobility scenarios;
August 2019: integration of eduGAIN and the ESI;
September 2019: blueprint of the European Student eID scheme for Higher Education;
October 2019: integration of eduGAIN and eIDAS through the Swedish national node;
December 2019: report on security and privacy attributes;
March 2020: four e-services integrate and test the European Student eID for Higher Education,
outlining further integration requirements with Erasmus Without Paper: the Online Learning
Agreement, the Erasmus+ Dashboard, the Erasmus+ Mobile App and the PhD Hub Platform.
April 2020: the Portuguese national student eID (Estudante ID), currently being rolled out by the
Portuguese government, will be made interoperable with the European Student eID, showcasing
how national identity providers can join this digital scheme.
June 2020: roll-out requirements and up-scalability report for an eIDAS-enabled European Student
eID scheme for Higher Education.

Piloting the European Student eID scheme for Higher Education within the Erasmus+ mobility scheme
provides the ideal testing environment that can later be enlarged to include other scenarios nonspecific student mobility; a range of services, both online and offline, public or private; and
geographical boundaries beyond the European Union and the Erasmus+ Programme.
The scalability of the project and the potential for integration of the European Student eID scheme
with a myriad of other student services, not only pave the way for seamless student mobility and a
stronger, reinforced European student status throughout Europe, but make MyAcademicID a key
component of the European Student Card Initiative spearheaded by the European Commission.
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